This paper presents a novel test point insertion method for pseudo-random built-in self-test (BIST) 
I. Introduction
Testers have limitations in terms of I/O channels, bandwidth, speed, etc., which becomes a bottleneck for relying on conventional external testing.
BIST (Built-in self-test) supports to reduce the dependency on external testers by reducing test time, tester investment cost, test data bandwidth and test data storage requirements [1] - [3] .
With BIST, circuits that generate test patterns and analyze the output responses of the logic are embedded on-chip. The test pattern generator automatically generates the patterns for Manuscript received Nov. 21, 2013 ; revised Jan. 29, 2014 ; accepted Nov. 6, 2014.
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application to the inputs of the circuit-under-test (CUT). The output response analyzer compacts the output response of the CUT into a signature. This provides a variety of benefits including the ability to apply a large number of test patterns in a short time (i.e., shorter test time), at-speed testing, minimal automatic test equipment (ATE) storage requirements, test application in the field over the lifetime of the part, and a reusable test solution for embedded cores. In particular, BIST is crucial for applications such as aerospace, defense, automotive, computer, etc., for the reliability of the entire system.
The most economical logic BIST techniques are based on pseudo-random pattern testing.
On-chip input pattern generator constructed from a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is most commonly used to generate pseudo-random patterns with its compact structure. And on-chip output response analyzer compacts the output responses into a signature and this allows significant compaction of test data. Pseudo-random pattern testing also can achieve high coverage of non-modeled faults which are not explicitly targeted during deterministic test generation. However, a major challenge is the presence of random-pattern-resistant (r.p.r.) faults which have low detection probabilities and hence may limit the fault coverage that can be achieved with pseudo-random patterns. There have been many research efforts to overcome the fault coverage limitation by r.p.r faults. Mainly two directions are given to enhance the fault coverage. One is to modify the pattern generator in order to generate patterns that detect hard faults. Various methods have been proposed such as weighted pattern generation [2] , [4] - [8] , pattern mapping [9] - [11] , bit-fixing [12] , bit-flipping [13] , and LFSR reseeding [14] - [19] .
The other approach is to make the CUT random testable by
Test Point Insertion with Control Point by Greater Use of Existing Functional Flip-Flops
inserting test points [20] and this enhances the r.p.r faults detection probability by modifying the CUT. Test point insertion (TPI) involves adding control and observation points to the CUT. Observation points make a node observable by adding an extra flip-flop or sampling it through a scan-chain. Control points involve AND or OR operations for a node with an activation signal. The activation signal is driven by a test dedicated flip-flop (this flip-flop is only used to drive an internal node only for test purposes and is referred to as a dedicated flip-flop or a test dedicated flip-flop) which receives pseudo-random values during BIST and is set to a noncontrolling value during normal operation (also referred as functional mode). Additional hardware is needed to form the test points which add area and performance overhead to a design. Since optimal test point placement is NP-complete [16] , a number of TPI methods have been proposed using fault simulation [21] , [22] and testability measures [18] . TPI for minimizing performance overhead [23] , [24] and TPI for minimizing area overhead [25] - [28] are two general strategies for TPI methods.
A new test point insertion method was proposed in [29] . It replaces test dedicated flip-flops for driving control points by existing functional flip-flops via conservative replacement rules. It was shown that a significant test point area reduction can be achieved. However, the method used in [29] limits the candidate search space, leaves some test dedicated flip-flops as non-replaceable and thus may limits the area overhead reduction that is achieved.
In this paper, we propose a novel test point insertion method that replaces dedicated flip-flops for control points with functional flip-flops to further reduce the area overhead. [30] introduces a way to replace non-replaceable flip-flops by relaxing the replacement rules in [29] . This paper proposed a different test point insertion method. Unlike in [30] , the proposed method replaces dedicated flip-flops via logic cone analysis without relaxing any replacement rules. It is able to replace more test dedicated flip-flops and achieves significant area reduction. Preliminary results were presented in [31] . This paper shows an in-depth analysis with benchmark circuits including industrial circuits. A key feature of the proposed approach is the greater effort to reduce the test point area overhead by removing the dedicated flip-flops used for driving the control points.
II. Overview of Functional Flip-Flop Driving Test
Point Insertion Method [29] and Its Drawback This section gives an overview of the test point insertion method proposed in [29] . Usually, when test points are inserted, dedicated flip-flops for test purpose are added to drive control points and capture the observation points to increase fault coverage. Extra dedicated flip-flops for control and observation points add the area overhead. [29] proposed a test point insertion method that replaces the dedicated flip-flops by existing functional flip-flop for control points. This helps to minimize the area overhead by reducing the number of dedicated flip-flops for driving control points.
Since the test point insertion method in [29] As a second replacement rule, [29] and [30] check the illegal reconvergence. Illegal reconvergence is defined as a path reconvergence blocking the fault propagation. Reconvergence from the functional flip-flop needs to be checked to avoid the case that blocks the propagation of hard to test faults. If the functional flip-flop used to drive the test point drives some gate in a fanout of a test point, it may prevent from detecting hard to test faults.
TPI in [29] is performed based on two replacement rules -1) the opposite path inversion and 2) the illegal reconvergence check. This identifies candidate functional flip-flops for driving control points. To keep the testability, the functional flip-flops with the same inversion polarity, even or odd polarity, are only chosen as candidates. For example, if there are multiple paths with different inversion polarity from the functional flip-flop to the control point, the functional flip-flop is discarded from the candidate list for dedicated flip-flop replacement. This may leave many control points not replaced by functional flip-flops. One limitation in [29] is that, depending on the design, there may be some control points that do not have either all even or all odd inversion parity on Functional Paths to the control point. The second limitation is that dedicated flip-flops cannot be replaced if there are no functional flip-flops satisfying the reconvergence check to avoid testability loss. The other limitation could be the single functional flip-flop in the control point fan-in cone. There may be cases when only one functional flip-flop is found as a candidate. This occurs when a test point has a single functional flip-flop in its fan-in. This happens when the controllability to a certain value ('0' or '1') needs to be higher than 0.5. For example, AND or OR trees are more likely to have a skewed controllability on the functional path, either '0' or '1', so they may have a single functional flip-flop in order to have a skewed value.
III. Enhanced Test Point Insertion Details
This section describes the enhanced test point insertion algorithm for overcoming limitations -1) no inversion parity path found and 2) illegal reconvergence path found -addressed in the previous section. The proposed method uses a logic cone analysis to perform test point insertion which is different from [29] and [30] . It always performs better TPI than the conventional methods because the proposed method is not restricted by the replacement rules. In this paper, the difference between the conventional methods [29] , [30] and the proposed method is highlighted. To efficiently explain the proposed method and highlight the difference, we will show an example describing how the proposed method can replace more dedicated flip-flops which are not replaced by [29] 
Fig. 2. Post-processing Step to Enhance Test Point Insertion Flow
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[30].
Enhanced Test Point Insertion Flow
This paper describes the enhanced test point insertion flow. Fig. 2 shows a design synthesis flow that incorporates scan, BIST, and test point insertion. During the test point insertion stage, functional flip-flop candidates for each control point are identified. The proposed method performs a post-processing step in which the control points are identified for not being replaced by the functional flip-flops. The dashed line in Fig.  2 indicates the post-processing flow that runs the enhanced test point insertion flow. The post-processing performs additional dedicated flip-flop replacement for those which are not replaced by TPI in [29] , [30] . Note that the proposed method is a different method than [29] , [30] , however, this paper explains the flow as if the proposed method works on top of the method in [29] , [30] . This is only to illustrate how the proposed method replaces more dedicated flip-flops which are not replaced by conventional approaches. But, it should be noted that this is only for an illustrative purpose and all test dedicated flip-flops are replaced by the proposed flow. [29] An example of logic with test dedicated flip-flops by a conventional test point insertion is given in Fig. 3 . There are 11 flip-flops (denoted A to K) and combinational elements (dented G1 to G11 and Ctrl). It has one control point highlighted in gray (Ctrl) and a dedicated flip-flop E drives the control point in test mode.
Enhanced Test Point Insertion Details 2.1 Test Point Insertion in
Based on the analysis [29] , the following inversion and logical distance (or logical depth) information can be generated from functional flip-flops to Ctrl. The number of inversions is checked through paths from functional flip-flop to Ctrl and the logical distance from Ctrl is measured.
Candidate
As explained in the previous section, A and B violate the inversion parity check. Because they have even and odd inversion parity through multiple paths to Ctrl, the dedicated flip-flop E for a control point cannot be replaced by A or B. Flip-flop D has an even parity to Ctrl, however, it does not satisfy the reconvergence check because it reconverges with a Ctrl output path. This may block the propagation of hard to detect faults. D cannot be used to replace the dedicated flip-flop E, hence, there are no functional flip-flops that can replace E in Fig 3. This may leave many dedicated flip-flops not replaced since they are limited by the rules in [29] . This limits the area reduction.
Identifying Test Point Fan-out Cone
Unlike the method shown in [29] , [30] , the goal with the enhanced test point insertion flow described here is to find more candidate functional flip-flops that can be used to replace the dedicated flip-flops to achieve more area reduction without relaxing the replacement rules -inversion parity check and illegal convergence check.
Assume that there are no functional flip-flops available in the current set of candidates for performing the replacement. In this case, the enhanced test point insertion flow can be used to find possible functional flip-flops that can replace the dedicated flip-flop for the test point. This flow finds a functional flipflop that does not belong to the test point fan-in that may cause additional timing concerns. Hence, the selection needs to confirm that the proposed method does not induce a performance overhead.
The enhanced test point insertion flow initiates from the test point. The nodes are visited from the test point and the test point fan-out cone is found. Each node is traversed from the control point and this gives functional flip-flops that are related to the outputs in the test point logic cone. In Fig. 3 , via fanout cone analysis, G6, G8, G10 and G11 are visited and I and J are found as flip-flops that belong to the fan-out cone of control point. Therefore, we choose I and J as candidates for the dedicated flip-flop (E) replacement.
Visited Gates Flip-flops in Fan-out cone G6, G8, G10, G11 I & J
Once the functional flip-flops in the fan-out cone of control point are identified, the timing related information is obtained because the fan-in cone and fan-out cone analysis find all logic related to the control point. The other flip-flops outside of the fan-out cone of the control point do not guarantee the timing requirements, hence, they will not be considered.
Analyzing Fan-in Cones from Candidate Functional FlipFlops
Once all the inputs which are related to the test point are found, a functional flip-flop needs to be selected to replace the dedicated flip-flop. To avoid introducing additional timing constraints, only functional flip-flops in fan-out cone need to be considered. In the example in Fig. 3 , flip-flops I and J, are found in Ctrl fan-out cone by the analysis described in the previous section.
From each output of the logic cone, the logic cone analysis can generate a fan-in cone. One is an input whose fan-out cone includes all the outputs of the test point's fan-out cone. The other type of input partially covers the outputs of the test point's fan-out cone. A type of candidates is found by generating a fan-out cone of each functional flip-flop. In Fig. 3, since C, F and G are candidates, we generate fan-out cones respectively. From C, the logic cone analysis finds the fan-out cone which includes outputs I and J. Fan-out of F finds output I and J, and J and K are found by the logic cone analysis from G.
Fan-out Cone Start Outputs of Fan-out Cone
K & J In the enhanced test point insertion flow, the additional timing constraint is the main concern. To guarantee no performance penalty, it is necessary to find functional flip-flops that cover all the outputs of the test point's fan-out cone. Inputs that have all of the test point's fan-out cone's outputs as their outputs can be considered as candidates. In Sec.III.2.2, I and J are found by fan-out cone analysis of the control point. As can be seen from the above, the C and F fan-out cones cover I and J. Therefore, G is not acceptable and C and F can be considered as candidates for replacing a dedicated flip-flop, E.
It is also noted that the random pattern testability should not be degraded by the proposed TPI method. For testability, it is necessary to check whether the fault propagation is blocked since there may be many paths from the functional flip-flops to other nodes in a circuit. Hence, the illegal reconvergence is also checked when the candidate function flip-flops are determined by fan-in and fan-out cone analysis. Reconvergence from the candidate functional flip-flop needs to be checked to avoid the case that blocks the propagation of hard to test faults. If the functional flip-flop used to drive the test point drives some gate in a fan-out of a test point, it may prevent from detecting hard to test faults. For example, in Fig.  3 , C and F are found as candidates to replace a dedicated flipflop for the control point. For these, the illegal reconvergence check needs to be performed for the testability. C drives G6 and it also has a reconvergence path to G10, however, F is only fed G6. C violates an illegal reconvergence rule because it can block the fault propagation. Hence, F is chosen to replace
the dedicated flip-flop. If there are many candidates which satisfy the fan-in and fan-out cone analysis and the reconvergence check, the flip-flop driving a gate closest to the control point needs to be chosen. A functional flip-flop that is logically close to the control point is chosen to replace a dedicated flip-flop. Acceptable candidates' logic cones partly share the logic with the test point's fan-out cone. The propagation from the test point is performed for each acceptable candidate until the overlapped gate element with the test point's fan-out logic cone is first found. Due to the performance overhead, it is required to minimize the length of the newly created test path from the candidate flip-flop to the control point. The input which has the closest overlapped element is selected for replacing the not-replaced dedicated flip-flops that remain after using the method in [29] . Once a functional flip-flop is determined for TPI, the new type of control point needs to be chosen. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the control point is driven by the combination of a functional flip-flop and a TP_Enable signal. In this manner, the control point is driven with 0's and 1's. And the functional flip-flop drives a gate which is placed on the fan-out path from the control point. In Fig. 3 , F will be used to replace the dedicated flip-flop, hence, not only does it drive the control point but also it is fed into G6. G6 is placed in the fan-out path from the control point. G6 can propagate the control point output when the value at F is 1, a non-controlling value. And F needs to drive the new control point with a noncontrolling value in order to force 0's and 1's to the control point. Fig. 4 shows the control point insertion by the proposed method based on the circuit in Fig. 3 . The dedicated flip-flop, E, is replaced by the function flip-flop F with one additional AND gate. Type 3 control point structure is used with a functional flip-flop.
Note that although this paper explains how not-replaced dedicated flip-flops can be replaced by the proposed method to show the difference with conventional approaches, in reality, all dedicated flip-flops are replaced by the logic cone analysis described in Sec.III.2.
IV. Experimental Results
In this section, experimental results are presented with the proposed test insertion method to evaluate the improvements that are obtained through the flow proposed. Four industrial designs, OR1200 (OpenRisc Processor) [32] , a NOC (network-on-chip) design A (NOC-A) [33] and a NOC design B (NOC-B) [34] are used and test points are inserted. The Mentor Graphics Tessent tool [35] was used to determine the location of test points in each design. Dedicated flip-flops for driving the control points are replaced by the proposed flow to reduce the number of dedicated flip-flops without impacting delay and without increasing the loss of testability.
The proposed method determines the functional flip-flop that can be used to drive the control point. In Table 1 , the number of dedicated flip-flops that are replaced by functional flip-flops using the proposed method is shown. The first column gives the design name and four industrial designs are named as [29] and [30] shows better results than [29] ) and this paper replaces the dedicated flip-flops for control points, the number of observation points remains the same as the conventional method. The fourth and fifth columns show the number of dedicated flip-flops and the number of functional flip-flop used to drive control points by TPI in [30] . Dedicated flip-flops in fourth column give the number of dedicated flip-flops for control points which fails be replaced by the method in [30] . And the fifth column shows the number of functional flip-flops used to replace the dedicated flip-flops for control points in the third column. In Design A, 3198 out of 3771 dedicated flip-flops for control points are replaced by the method in [30] . For dedicated flip-flops in the fourth column, the proposed method in this paper tries to replace them by the functional flip-flops and the results are shown in the sixth and seventh column. The proposed method replaces 3254 out of 3771 dedicated flip-flops for control in Design A and 363 out of 371 dedicated flip-flops in Design B. Both the proposed method and [30] replace all control points with a dedicated flip-flop. Both the proposed method and [30] replace all control points with a dedicated flipflop in Design C. For OR1200 and NOC, designs are manipulated to generate non-replaceable dedicated flip-flops by [30] (all dedicated flip-flops were initially replaceable). The proposed method was able to find the functional flip-flop and replace dedicated flip-flops in OR1200 and NOC designs. Last column shows the replacement ratio. In Design D, OR1200, NOC-A and NOC-B, the proposed method replaces most of not-replaced dedicated flip-flops by [30] . The conventional method may work well for some circuits, however, the proposed method always enhances the performance of test point insertion than conventional methods.
For example, a conventional TPI performs very well in Design C. However, regardless of characteristics of benchmark circuits, the proposed TPI significantly outperforms conventional methods shown in the replacement ratio. The proposed method in Design D achieves a very high replacement ratio while the conventional method does not. This is particularly evident for NOC-B where the conventional method replaces around 60% of the dedicated flip-flops using replacement rules, whereas the proposed method replaces 100% using logic cone analysis. Design A and B shows a relatively low replacement ratio. They have a number of AND or OR tree structures and the control points used in those trees require skewed controllability. In this case, the controllability to a certain value ('0' or '1') needs to be higher than 0.5, hence, dedicated flip-flops cannot be replaced. It should be noted that the low replacement ratio in Design A and B is caused not by the proposed TPI but by their design characteristics. They need dedicated flip-flops to have skewed controllability in testing.
As shown in Table 1 , the proposed method further replaces dedicated flip-flops for control points. For the test point area reduction evaluation, two designs (OR1200 and NOC designs) are synthesized with 130nm TSMC technology [36] . The synthesized results are shown for combinational, sequential logic and the summation of two in Table 2 . The second column shows the original design area and the third column provides the area when logic BIST and scan chains with TAP are inserted in the original design. And the increase rate is shown in the fourth column. Area for conventional test point insertion is in the fifth column and the sixth column shows the relative increase over the original design. The synthesized area and the increase over the original design are shown in the seventh and eighth columns respectively. Because dedicated flip-flops are added by conventional test point insertion methods, the sequential logic part has a significant increase compared to the proposed method. And the proposed method adds extra primitive gates (Additional Gate in Fig. 4 ) and this gives little area overhead than the conventional method, however, the total area reduction is significant because dedicated flip-flops are removed.
In OR1200 and NOC-A, the new control point requires ¼ of the area of the original control point driven with a dedicated flip-flop. Therefore, the extrapolated area for Design A -D and NOC-B can be calculated based on the following equation [30] . Since the variable k, k factor, is approximately 0.25 for OR1200 and NOC, the area reduction for Design A -D can be calculated. Table 3 compares the improvement ratios of dedicated flipflop reduction and test point area reduction. The reduction ratio is computed as the number of functional flip-flops used to replace dedicated flip-flops divided by the number of total control points. In Design D, [30] replaces 164 dedicated flipflops out of 179 control point dedicated flip-flops and this achieves 91.6% improvement. 177 dedicated flip-flops are replaced by the proposed method in this paper and this gives 98.8% improvement. In terms of test point area reduction, the proposed method achieves 53.3% area reduction compared to 49.4% by [30] in Design D. For NOC-B, the reduction ratio is considerably enhanced from 63.7% to 100% and the test area reduction is significantly improved from 39.6% to 62.1%. The area reduction is calculated by the proposed equation shown above. As Table 1 shows, the proposed method replaces more number of dedicated flip-flops and this further reduces the area overhead in test point insertion. Table 3 shows the further area reduction results.
Fault coverage results are shown in Table 4 with no test point insertion and other test point insertion techniques (a conventional test point insertion using dedicated flip-flops, a method in [30] and the proposed method). The fault coverage is measured when 100000 random patterns are applied for Design A -D and 16000 random patterns are applied for OR1200 and NOC designs. The first column shows the designs. Second column shows the fault coverage when no test points are inserted. Testability results with a conventional test point insertion method using dedicated flip-flops, with a test point insertion method in [30] and with a proposed method are shown in third, fourth and fifth columns, respectively. The coverage results show that the proposed method achieves almost the same fault coverage as the conventional test point insertion method does. Some circuits show that the coverage goes down a little more than other circuits, for example Design D. This may happen because of the noise related to vectors. Noise is caused by the fact that not exactly the same vectors are applied and the slight differences in coverage are similar to the effect of changing the polynomial, seed or chain ordering. The coverage variations tend to reduce with an increasing number of vectors. This might result in the lower test coverage in the benchmark circuits. If a minimal loss of fault coverage difference is considered as an issue, the fault coverage loss can be compensated by a combination of three options -1) applying more random patterns, 2) calculating more top up patterns or 3) adding more test points. However, it should be noted that the fault simulator does not model internal faults of flip-flops. Hence, it seems that the proposed method has more faults than the conventional approaches even though there are actually less number of faults with less number of dedicated flip-flops.
V. Conclusions
In this paper, a new test point insertion technique performs the logic cone analysis and finds more functional flip-flop candidates without a having rule based search that prunes out the functional flip-flop candidates [30] . This significantly increases the number of functional flip-flops can be used to replace the control points with a dedicated flip-flop. The experimental results indicate that a number of dedicated flipflops are replaced by functional flip-flops using the proposed method in this paper. The proposed method reduces the area overhead in test point insertion and this helps to reduce the number of possible faults added by the additional logic. By considering the testability issues, considerable area savings are achieved while the random pattern testability of the circuit is preserved and the new timing constraints that would result in a performance overhead are not introduced. Overall, the test point area was reduced by about more than half while the fault coverage loss during the random pattern phase was kept very close to other test point insertion methods. There may be some ways such as adding more test points, applying top-up patterns or trying more random patterns to compensate a slightly higher coverage loss. The proposed method can be easily adopted to exiting test point insertion algorithms to remove test dedicated flip-flops. The proposed method only involves a static fan-in and fan-out cone analysis regarding control points. It should also be noted that the proposed new test point implementation method gives the flexibility of adding more test points to achieve even higher coverage or reduce test time.
Future work includes a new test point replacement flow considering the physical layout. Layout aware control point replacement flow might provide more number of functional flip-flop candidates from outside of the logic cone. This would help to further increase the number of control points, thereby, reduces the area overhead by the control points.
